
 

3.5 Connection to Topological Order

in Condensed Matter Physics

Topological order is a phase of matter
which cannot be characterized

by a local order parameter
like symmetry breaking
where the ground state is degenerate

but its degeneracy cannot be lifted
by local perturbations

useful for storing quantum information

1 Bit flip code

Define the so called stabilizer
Hamiltonian as follows
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Ising model in ID with

open boundary condition



stabilizer state becomes ground state

The bit flip code has stabilizer subspace

100 07 111 1

ground state is degenerate

bit flip errors excite ground space
to an excited state
robustness against perturbations
turn on Atl pert he Xi

degeneracy of ground states is

not lifted up to cu il th order

of perturbation
X errors of weight up to u t

map code state into an orthogonal

subspace groundstate deg robust

turn on longitudinal pert Lz Zi

energy between 100 o and
111 1 is lifted by mhz



superposition a 100 07 1111 1

in groundstate subspace is

destroyed
Altogether we see that ground state

is only protected if we prohibit

longitudinal fields due to som sym

symmetry protected topologicalorder

Jordan Wigner transformation
define

92i i Xr Zi Gi II XKY
an at hermitian
Lak Aki 28k k I

Majorana fermions
Ising stabilizer Hamiltonian

becomes

HIsing J i Ajay



logical operators acting on the

groundstates are

Lz 9 Z Lx 9,925 Y LIX Yu

degree of freedom in degenerate

groundstate is unpaired Majorana

fermion
I 1 92,10 aan a 10 102 a lost 10

Lz 112 9249 o 92410 11

Lz 1027 107 a o 102

If parity of fermions is

preserved aka then there is

no symmetry which lifts groundstate

degeneracy



2 Kitaeolstoric code

stabilizer Hamiltonian is given by
Hkitaev I Am J Be

ground state has 4 fold
degeneracy

Errors on code space correspond
to excitations

two types of excitations
ZC and XCE

excitations appear at boundaries

of error chains Je and Jet
as local energy changes
from I to t y there

Now consider the following process
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Interpretation

Er

É
a A pair of Z type excitations is created

moved around torus and annihilated
b A pair of X type excitations is

created moved around torus and
annihilated

G process ca is repeated
d process b is repeated

By combining the two red circles

to one contractible loop and similarly
the two blue circles one gets

EE



braiding operation of an X type
excitation around a Z type
excitation

It

after the braiding a

phase factor is applied to

the state
excitations are neither bosonic
nor fermionic
wave function would have
to stay constant after
double exchange

an yous Z abelian anyous



More generally using a finite group G

we can define a quantume state

1g ge G in a 161 dim Hiebert space

define 4 types of operators for
each ge G
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Then define the non Abelian toriccode
non Abelian G

H J Alf JEBE
in terms of
A fuk Egg gg

e I e Fees Isley

Blu ELI E Lt et LEGE Efé
where the 4 edges eeia.ae of a d

Ee p ye 84 27 are labeled clockwise

gives rise to non Abelian braiding


